Call for Videos
The Fourth Workshop on the Impact of Pen-based Technology on Education
October 12-13, 2009
Virginia Tech
Conference Web Site: www.wipte.org

Organizing Committee:
Dave Berque, DePauw University, dberque@depauw.edu
Lora Heiny, Microsoft, v-lheiny@microsoft.com
Laura Konkle, DyKnow, lkonkle@dyknow.com
Mark Payton, King’s Academy in Jordan, mpayton@kingsacademy.edu.jo
Cheryl Peed, Virginia Tech, peedca@vt.edu
Rob Reed, Hewlett Packard, robert.h.reed@hp.com
Zvi Ritz, University of Illinois, Urbana Champaign, zritz@uiuc.edu
Joe Tront, Virginia Tech, jgtront@vt.edu

Video Session

The WIPTE video session will provide an informal opportunity for participants to present videos which demonstrate educational use of pen-based technology but which may not have an evaluation component. The videos should highlight ways that pen-based technologies impact teaching, learning, classroom interaction, or other learning-related behaviors.

Videos may present projects which either do not lend themselves to a clear evaluation component or where such evaluation cannot be performed or is not appropriate. It is permissible to submit a video in addition to a paper. Video submissions that involve student collaborators or that are entirely student produced are also welcomed. Please note that videos may not be included in the conference proceedings.

It is recommended that videos be three to seven minutes in length, although videos of up to ten minutes duration will be considered. We expect that successful video submissions will vary greatly with respect to style and degree of polish. In all cases, though, we expect a video to help “show” the viewer how pen-based technologies are being used at your school. Informal is fine!

Video producers are encouraged to read the call for papers to further understand the expected WIPTE audience and the types of topics that are likely to be of interest. However, the conference committee will consider video submissions that deal with pen-based computing topics that fall outside the scope of the call for papers.

Important Dates:
March 16, 2009 -- Submissions will be accepted starting on this date.


July 24, 2009 -- Producer notification.

September 18, 2009 -- Workshop registration deadline.

October 12 – 13, 2009 -- Workshop convenes.
Videos may be submitted by posting them to TeacherTube (http://www.teachertube.com). Please include “WIPTE” as a tag for the video submitted to TeacherTube. In addition, please submit the title of the video along with a one paragraph description of the video through the online WIPTE submission system when it becomes available. Include the link to the TeacherTube video, names, titles and contact information of the producers in the online submission. The online submission form will ask you to affirm that you have obtained all necessary release information for minors appearing in the video. Responsibility for acquiring any needed release forms lies with the producers of the video and not with the WIPTE conference, organizing committee or host institution.

**Review Process**

Each submission will be reviewed by at least one reviewer selected from the organizing committee and/or the review committee. Due to time constraints we are unable to promise that reviewer feedback will be provided to producers.

**Questions**

General questions can be addressed to any member of the organizing committee. Questions about local arrangements should be addressed to Cheryl Peed or Joe Tront. Questions about submissions and the review process should be addressed to Dave Berque. Questions about vendors and corporate sponsorship should be addressed to Rob Reed, Laura Konkle, or Lora Heiny.